
To; Parksville Detachment RCMP

August 23rd 2021


We are a group of concerned citizens opposed to the police presence in Fairy Creek.


As of Aug 9th, the actions of the RCMP and affiliated police, have become increasingly 
more violent toward the peaceful protestors. Their behaviour has caused multiple 
injuries and destruction of private property.


B.C. Supreme Court Justice Douglas Thompson found that "RCMP exclusion zones, 
checkpoints, searches, and restrictions on media members clearly interfere with 
important liberties, including freedom of movement, freedom of expression (including 
freedom of the press), and freedom of peaceful assembly."


On Monday Aug 9th, a large contingent of RCMP officers advanced on the Fairy Creek 
blockade headquarters camp, where they proceeded to arrest dozens of peaceful 
protesters and install a gate to prevent anyone entering the camp.

In the next few days, they destroyed most of the structures in the camp and began 
towing vehicles away. These camps have been running with careful attention to 
cleanliness, safety, composting, waste disposal, and recycling. The images of a 
supposed mess and garbage was a direct result of RCMP actions.


The officers on scene repeatedly say they are only defending Teal-Jones' injunction. 
Yet, Justice Thompson on Aug 9th (the same day) clearly states; "These police actions 
have seriously and substantially impacted important liberties within the injunction area, 
including the ability of individuals to circulate freely, and freedoms of assembly and 
expression, including freedom of press."

The ruling continues: " The RCMP have not established that the police actions under 
examination are reasonably necessary for either of the duties they assert. It follows that 
the RCMP do not have legal authority for these actions. The actions are unlawful." 

The police are acting outside the law. This should be of concern to every resident of 
B.C.


Furthermore, The RCMP have incurred immense expense: including thousands of man-
hours and significant overtime, dozens of vehicles deployed, including daily use of 
helicopters, both for surveillance and to drop in ATVs, personnel, and other supplies; 
and hiring contractors to carry out tasks like towing vehicles, extracting protestors, and 
destroying structures.


This is our taxpayers money being used to protect Teal Jones' bottom line. We 
find this outrageous and unacceptable.  

We demand the RCMP Stand Down from Fairy Creek. 


